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Session Description

Session 296, presented by Da Pah Kwan Yin San, acts as a preliminary introduction to the concepts and ideas that are explored, both theoretically and practically, by Da Pah Ekara San and Da Gaia San, and offered up for deeper contemplation by Da Pah Lao Tze San, in Sessions 297, 298, and 299, respectively.

As is the case with multiple Sessions of the Study of Vibration, Session 296 was recorded during an auspicious time for the Akeyasan Student Body in attendance, metaphysically speaking.

Yet, it is always good to remind oneself of the holofractographic design of the Study of Vibration, meaning that the Akeyasan Student, who studies these Sessions and who practices them at any point in their personal timeline, will have to their availability the same internal and external principles of expansion that was available during the original recording of the Session.

Especially when this is actively understood and realized, the inner geometrical landscape of the Student matches up with the external geometrical reality of the Session at all times.

In this Session, Da Pah Kwan Yin San discusses the complexity of linear time, as expressed externally through society and internally through thought, and the inevitable road to stability. She introduces the movement from a vibrational reality to a tonal reality, the concept of the Ascension of All Matter versus personal Ascension of Self.

But, above all, this brief introduction to the three Sessions ahead invites your potent and immediate awakening to the irreversible realization that you are an unmissable, key player in the shift in consciousness that you seek to express within yourself and that you seek to experience within the human family that spans this Earth, of which the truth is that billions are one and that one are billions.

Originally Titled: “From Complexity to Stability, a.k.a. A Change in Time” | Life After Ascension of All Matter series
1. Namaste everyone. I am Da Pah Kwan Yin San. It is wonderful to meet you and to connect. Today is going to be a day of much interest. I will not be here for a lot of the time that you will be spending with the beings that are our friends, yours and mine, and that are our family.

2. I have been given about 15 minutes to say hello to all of you. After that, I will leave and make space for Da Pah Ekara San, Da Gaia San, and Da Pah Lao Tze San, who will present Sessions 297, 298, and 299, respectively.

3. In this moment, I want to connect with all of you. I want to open our hearts, together, and I want to remind ourselves that, as we wake up in this special time on earth, today being the 22nd of October 2011, we are rapidly on our way to a change in time, which is moving the human being from a period of complexity to a period of stability.

4. For a very long time, human beings have lived on this planet earth in a state of human psyche and, therefore, a period of human chaos. I am not one to say that chaos is right or wrong. All I will say is that the human being, as it expanded, has moved into greater layers of complexity.

5. This complexity does not only play out in the reality that is surrounding us. Actually, it plays out mostly on the inside of the human being; then it is projected into the outside world.

6. During this time of moving from human psyche or complexity to human consciousness, it is the responsibility of all of us to silence the mental voice within, the voice that shares with us many thoughts on a near-continuous basis every single day.

7. The human mind/brain complex is only aware of a few thoughts every second. Perhaps sixty thoughts per minute will actually ‘stick’. People think that most thoughts are shared consciously in the human brain. However, when you allow yourself to truly experience the moment, your mind state will become less mental. You will move into a conscious and expanded state, known by most human beings today as daydreaming, and very elegantly, almost unnoticed, a larger whole opens up.

8. It is from within this state/space/dimension that the human being can become conscious of hundreds of thousands of thoughts that are raging through the mind/brain complex with the force of a Shakespearean tempest at all times.

9. Thoughts create worlds, yet most human beings are not aware that it is these ‘invisible’ thoughts that create the reality they experience. As such, it becomes important to be able to access and navigate this tempest in your head, in order to find the calm but powerful river of the heart.
10. We exist within these created worlds even though we seem to exist in one world together. This world in which we live is a culmination of the worlds created by each of us. There are seven to eight billion human beings on this planet and all are joining together in what appears to be a physical universe. However, the universe is not as physical as we think it is.

11. As this work teaches, we are all here on planet Earth today to bring back the message of love, of joy, of freedom, of truth, and of life. Therefore, it is our responsibility, all of us together, to take a look at our own worlds, our own culmination of thought. This thought cluster is what creates our universe. It creates our lives.

12. We need to understand that we are going from a vibrational universe to a tonal reality, a tonal universe. Both of these will be explained later, but for now let us define that vibrational reality is a back-and-forth reality between beings, based on the sending and receiving of frequency.

13. The intermingling of all frequency that is sent and received throughout your entire field of experience, at any given moment in time, interacts with the vibrational realm of energy that vibrates within the spectrum of frequency in which thoughts are possible, and this is a very narrow bandwidth indeed. As such, it comes as no surprise that human beings have existed in a world of density or slowly vibrating energy. This is how human beings create a world of matter: merely by the power of what lives in their heads.

14. Chaos was born within this vibrational reality when many different beings, all at once, came together and decided how this world would be created, based on their own frequencies and speeds of vibration.

15. However, as we are now moving into tonal reality, we must take it upon ourselves to recognize the vibrational misalignments, which happen between humans because of this apparent chaos. We need to realign these vibrational realities until we meet one another in one reality — the one that we are creating tonally. This is going to be a topic discussed by the beings that you will meet here today, in the next three Sessions.

16. I am Da Pah Kwan Yin San and it is my honor to be guiding you through these hours that we will be sharing together. I look forward to sharing the journey today with all of you. What you can expect, next to all the channelled work that we will present, is that all of you will be given chances to empower not only yourselves and everyone who is here during the creation of this Session, but also all those who will connect to this work later.
17. You are actively needed in all of this, not just during your working with this material but most especially afterwards, in your day-to-day life.

18. We will work with you throughout the next three Sessions, bringing you ways to help you line up with each other vibrationally and to then make that final jump, which has been talked about for a long time in all of these years of Sessions presented through the Study of Vibration. It is the jump from the vibrational to the tonal realm.

19. At the same time, much energy will be spent today talking about life after Ascension of All Matter, which could be a complicated term for those that have not yet familiarized themselves with the Study of Vibration. However, if you are aware of the Mayan calendar and, specifically, the work of Carl Calleman and Barbara Hand Clow, two Mayan Calendar researchers who I definitely recommend, then you will know that in the five or six days following the creation of today’s four Sessions, between 22 & 28 October, 2011, a change is happening within the universe. Ascended Life has called this change the Ascension of all Matter.

20. Many people are confused about this, believing that Ascension of all Matter and Ascension of Self are one and the same. They are not.

21. Ascension of all Matter is what is happening to the universe right now. The easiest way to explain this is that your mind, and the mind of all humans, all animals and all other life, is being taken out of its metaphorical box, which has been labelled the matrix, but is also connected to names such as archetypical reality and fourth dimensional density.

22. The Ascension of all Matter, which in many ways and forms has been discussed throughout all native and authentic spiritual traditions, will open this box. It is however not to be confused with anything that has ever been presented in mainstream religion.

23. When this prison box of mind opens, it allows you to step into the reality creation (or creality) that you have consciously or unconsciously been working on for a long time now. Many of you have gone through numerous years of a journey that often was not understood properly at the time.

24. Why would you do certain things? Why would you be changing your life? Why would you be picking up the feelings you would pick up, while others around you throughout those years could not see the things that you were experiencing, things that you would intuitively know? It proved to be a very lonely journey for many, but your determinism and your ability to not be brought down no matter what, has literally paid off.

25. We now live in a world, and most assuredly so since the beginning of the Gregorian Kronos year 2011, where many are waking up. However, not all are waking up to the
same intensity of vibrational and energy past life knowledge that you sit here with today.

26. Many are indeed waking up to the fact that this world can, will, and must undergo a change. This change is happening right now and it will most likely take many years in the experiential realm of the human society as a whole for a full understanding of this shift to emerge.

27. The date of October 28, 2011, will arrive, yes, but do not expect fireworks; it will come and go. We cannot pinpoint this shift to a Gregorian calendar date, but let us say that during this period, and the whole period that follows it, humanity will no longer be locked into a square matrix together and therefore many dimensions of potential for reality creation will manifest.

28. Creality will once again open up. In ancient times, such as the Lemurian era but also much earlier than that, creality was considered the normal state of the human being. The restoration of this creality state of beingness, which once was the norm, will take this planet as a whole, and each individualized point of consciousness within the whole, which is what we all are, on the ride of a lifetime.

29. Ascension of All Matter, in short, is the move from Chaos to Creality, from the chaotic/psychotic brain/mind complex to the creative/tonal heart/spirit expansive state of consciousness, and this will be so for every form of life in existence, throughout time and space, as a stable quantum state emerges from the microscopic into the macroscopic experience that is our shared truth to change the very fabric of reality itself.

30. Every type of particle, and thus including matter itself, is shifting to this quantum, fluid state of being and, as such, humanity will no longer pipe its mind through the one box principle which has kept all mental realities tied together.

31. Instead, the box that is the matrix will move into each person’s mind directly. This means that you will be creating your own matrix at that point. No longer will you be experiencing the plugged-in version, if you want to call it that.

32. This could sound daunting to some, but I will tell you that it is a good thing because, as a species, humanity and all of life with it will have achieved, and restored, the vibrational power to fully create that which has, so far, been created for it: reality itself.

33. As such, I come to the point of Imzaia World, and specifically the work that Imzaia World will begin today. We will, in short, extend the opportunity to anyone on earth to
fully master the duplication of the matrix inside each human mind and to expand beyond it, toward a true interdimensional state of being.

34. After 28 October 2011, technically speaking, all external domination will come to an end, as humanity will begin the journey of realizing that it is literally all in its head. What will be the result? The eventual creation of an internal, integrated wholesome species.

35. As you leave here, we hope that you will have it within you to live the grand shift, to embody it, and that you will be able to truly understand what it means that the shared matrix field is no longer functional, and that, instead, we literally create our own reality.

36. While humanity, at first, will most likely simply continue to create internally, from the point of view of the same default settings the shared, external matrix field has always used, your role on this planet as a teacher and pioneer is of vital importance.

37. You are an essential piece of the puzzle that is a wholesome human species. For years, you have been preparing for this time. Therefore you can help humanity to step out of the box by simply living what you have been taught.

38. I look forward, hopefully with many of you, to step into the timeline that is to come. Now is the time to move out into the world and do the work you came here to do.